Cloud X-Ray | Save Cloud Costs
with LTI’s Automation Solution
As a strategic move by enterprises to reduce cost, mitigate risk
and achieve scalability of database capabilities, adopting cloud
could go a long way. Migrating to cloud can be easy, but it may
not save intended costs. Optimise your overall cloud strategy with
automation to experience breakaway outcomes.

Why Cloud
X-Ray

LTI’s Cloud X-Ray – is an automated tool that can help you save 20% of the cloud costs. It extracts
the cloud usage data from cloud-native end-points and builds a data model. It also analyses
changes in the cloud infrastructure and remediates non-compliant resources.

This is how we do it:

Discover cloud

Low hanging

Explore data

Build policy

Automate policy

Optimise cloud

Most enterprise
organisations don’t
even fully know
what they have in
the cloud

fruit

Begin to understand
the scope, dynamics,
and unique
challenges of your
environment

Define policies
that are important,
whether for security,
cost, governance,
data lifecycle or
other

Build “Bots” to bring
autonomously solve
problems both
retroactively and
moving forward

Programmatic
automation to
analyse and correct
cloud infrastructure
per user defined
rules and actions

Deploy out-of-thebox “Bots” to capture
immediate value

What our Bots do?

Validate tags  |  Auto backup  |  Volume clean up  |  Resource resize  |  Min/Max CPU  |  S3 security

LTI’s Cloud Expertise

Cloud strategy &
roadmap

Cloud platform build &
migration

Cloud operations
services

Cloud enablement
services

- Cloud advisory &
assessment
- Application portfolio
assessment
- Business case & TCO
analysis
- Architecture strategy &
roadmap

- Re-factor, re-host,
re-architect
- Public, private or hybrid
cloud design
- Cloud re-mediation
- Pilot migrations with
pre-migration testing

- 24*7 monitoring &
administration
- Server & OS
management
- User & security
management
- Billing & chargeback
- Next gen operations

- Native cloud
development
- Backup & DR service
- Workspace service
- DevOps service
- SAP on Azure
- JD Edwards on Azure

